We show analytically that the ratio of the norm of sliver states agrees with the ratio of D-brane tensions. We find that the correct ratio appears as a twist anomaly.
Introduction
Vacuum String Field Theory (VSFT) is proposed [1] as a bosonic open string field theory around the closed string vacuum. (See for related papers.) One of the interesting problems in VSFT is to reconstruct the unstable vacua describing D-branes as classical solutions of VSFT and extract the physical quantities such as the ratio of tensions [2, 3] and the ratio of the potential height to the tension [10, 14, 19] .
Since the kinetic operator of VSFT is supposed to be purely ghost, the equation of motion QΨ + Ψ ⋆ Ψ = 0 (1.1)
has a matter-ghost factorized solution [2] : 2) where the matter part Ψ m is given by a projection
Assuming that the ghost part Ψ g are common to all the solutions, the ratio of the action is given by the ratio of the norm of projections:
In [2] , Rastelli, Sen and Zwiebach obtained a closed form for this ratio and checked numerically that this ratio reproduces the ratio of D-brane tensions. In this paper, we calculate this ratio analytically in the oscillator representation of string fields (see [6] for the computation of this ratio from the BCFT approach).
Naively, the norm of projection is vanishing [2, 18, 22] , so the ratio (1.4) has an illdefined expression 0 0 . By carefully regularizing the ratio of determinants appearing in the norm of projection, we find that the correct ratio appears as a twist anomaly as discussed in [14] . This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we review the conjecture of [2] . In section 3, we summarize the properties of Neumann coefficients which are used in the calculation. In section 4, we calculate the ratio of the norm of projections and show that this agrees with the expected ratio of D-brane tensions. Section 5 is devoted to discussions.
In Appendix A, we give a derivation of k|v e and k|v o . Appendix B discusses the integral representation of the identities obtained in [14] .
RSZ Conjecture
In this section, we review the statement of the conjecture in [2] . Since the 3-string vertex has a factorized form with respect to the spacetime directions, here we focus on one spatial direction. The matter part of the 3-string vertex in the α ′ = 1 convention is written as [24, 2] 
Here |Ω b is the vacuum for zero-mode oscillator a 0 defined by
where b is a numerical parameter. We can construct two types of projections: one is the sliver |Ξ [25, 2] and the other is the projection |Ξ ′ describing the lump solution. The explicit forms of |Ξ and |Ξ ′ are given by
The various matrices appearing in |Ξ and |Ξ ′ are defined by
Note that the indices of primed matrices run from 0 to ∞, whereas the indices of unprimed matrices run from 1 to ∞. C is called a twist matrix, and M commutes with C.
In [2] , Rastelli, Sen and Zwiebach conjectured that the ratio R of the norm of |Ξ and
reproduces the ratio of D-brane tensions, i.e.,
They checked this conjecture numerically by using the level truncation. In section 4, we prove (2.6) analytically.
Properties of Neumann Coefficients
In this section, we summarize some properties of Neumann coefficients. To calculate R, first we have to know the relation between M and M ′ , which is summarized in the Appendix B of [2] . M ′ is given by
Following [22] , we use a bracket notation, such as |v e , for infinite-dimensional vectors with index running from 1 to ∞. Note that bra and ket are related by the transpose, not by the hermitian conjugation. |v e and |v o in (3.1) are defined by
where E nm = √ nδ nm and
A n is defined by
Another information we need is the spectrum of the matrix M . This was recently obtained in [20] . The eigenvector |k of M with eigenvalue M (k) is defined by 6) and |k is given implicitly by the generating function
where z| = (z, z 2 , · · ·). The inner product between two eigenvectors is proportional to the δ-function [22] : 8) where N (k) is given by
We can write down the completeness relation as
We also need to know the overlap between k| and |v e , |v o . k|v e and k|v o are calculated as
See Appendix A for the derivation of these equations.
The following identities obtained by Hata and Moriyama 2 [14] play an essential role in the calculation of R:
Although 1+3M has a kernel |k = 0 which is twist-odd, (3.13) is well-defined since 1+3M
is invertible on the twist-even subspace.
In Appendix B, we present the integral representations of the left-hand side of (3.13) and (3.14).
2 Note that v 0 , v 1 and V 00 in [14] are related to our |v e , |v o and V rr 00 by
Calculation of Ratio
In this section, we calculate the ratio R (2.5) using the information in the previous section. Since 1 + 3M and 1 + 3M ′ have kernel, we have to regularize the ratio of their determinants. We find that the nontrivial result appears as a twist anomaly as discussed in [14] .
Let us first consider the ratio det(
Here we have used the formula
By making use of the formula
and the identity (3.14), the ratio det(1 − M ′ )/ det(1 − M ) turns out to be
Next we consider the ratio det(1 + 3M ′ )/ det(1 + 3M ). Since 1 + 3M and 1 + 3M
′ have non-zero kernel, we have to regularize the ratio of their determinants. The kernel of 1 + 3M is |k = 0 , and that of 1 + 3M ′ is given by
We regularize the ratio det(1 + 3M ′ )/ det(1 + 3M ) as
Using the formula (4.2) as in the previous subsection, the ratio of these determinants is written as
rr 00
Since twist-even and twist-odd vectors are orthogonal to each other, the following matrix element vanishes:
Thus, the matrix inside of the determinant in (4.8) can be rewritten as
Using the formula (4.3), the ratio (4.8) can be further simplified as
From the identity (3.13), one can see that the second factor in (4.11) is vanishing in the limit ǫ → 0. On the other hand, the last factor in (4.11) is divergent since 1 + 3M is not invertible on the twist-odd subspace. However, as we will show below, the product of these two factors has a well-defined limit when ǫ → 0.
From (3.13), the second factor in (4.11) can be rewritten as
(4.12)
Therefore, (4.11) becomes
(4.13)
Now we can take the limit ǫ → 0. For definiteness, we only consider the limit ǫ → 0 + , i.e., ǫ approaches 0 from above, but we can show that ǫ → 0 − limit gives the same answer.
Using the formula
(4.14)
we can see that the eigenvalue of the matrix ǫ/(1 + 3M − ǫ 2 M ) appearing in (4.13) approaches to the δ-function:
Therefore, the following type of matrix element is given by the value at k = 0:
Here we have used the completeness relation (3.10) of |k . This kind of phenomenon that the nontrivial contribution comes only from k = 0 is called twist anomaly in [14] .
Substituting the eigenvalue M (k) (3.6) and k|v e,o (3.11) into the general formula (4.16), and using N (0) = π (3.9), the limit of the matrix elements appearing in (4.13) can be evaluated as lim
(4.17)
Finally, the ratio det(1 + 3M ′ )/ det(1 + 3M ) is found to be Namely, the ratio of D-brane tensions is correctly reproduced from the ratio of the norm of projections! Note that the result is independent of the parameter b as conjectured in [2] .
Discussions
In this paper, we showed analytically that the ratio of the norm of projections correctly reproduces the ratio of D-brane tensions. Since the regularization of the ratio of determinants (4.6) we used in this paper is somewhat ad hoc, it is necessary to show that the result is regularization independent. Moreover, we implicitly assumed that the determinant itself is regularized in some manner, and used the formulas of determinant such as (4.2) and (4.3) as if it is a determinant of finite-dimensional matrix. Therefore, we also need to show that the result is independent of this regularization.
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Appendix A. Calculation of k|v e and k|v e
In this appendix, we give a derivation of (3.11). From (3.4), the generating functions of |A e and |A o are found to be z|A e = cosh 2i 3 tan
Let us first consider k|v e . This can be extracted from the generating function (A.1) as
Note that the constant term in z|A e can be neglected since k| does not have n = 0 component. As discussed in [22] , this integral can be evaluated by making a change of integration variable from θ to x as (see [22] for detail) Therefore, the identities (3.13) and (3.14) obtained in [14] are equivalent to is very close to 1.
